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C2 Exclusive, as its name, is an exclusive chair in the C2 family. 
We have worked on a few add-on features to make this chair 
unique. The intricate details of joinery become a part of the 
design. Two sets of stainless-steel rectangular tubes are bent 
at a perfect angle to join the seat and the back while giving 
the flexibility of synchronised tilting for well-balanced support 
and movement, depending on your body and posture.  The 
construction of these seats and backs are a bit different. The 
skeletal frame is a solid rod; on this nylon strips are woven, 
forming a mesh. This frame is then sandwiched between the 
moulded foam, giving it the desired strength and contour. 
To provide more exclusivity, we have given this chair wooden 
armrests and stainless steel revolving base. 
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As we know, detail and design go hand in hand. To give it 
complete smoothness, we have added a small but prominent 
horizontal stitch at the centre of the seat and back, which 
helps the upholstery fit snugly to the chair, giving it a complete 
finished look. The C2 exclusive series also includes all ranges of 
chairs right from high back, medium back and low back chairs, 
and the options of with or without arms chairs.
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